Parshat Mishpatim, Shekalim
Shabbat Mevarchim
Friday 9th February 2018
Candle Lighting
6.45pm
Mincha
6.30pm
Maariv
6.45pm

Shabbat 10th February 2018
Shacharit
9.00am
Mincha
7.15pm
Maariv
8.32pm

Rosh Chodesh falls on Thursday & Friday 15 & 16 February

A word from the Rabbi
Context context context
“Don’t accept a false report...” Shemot 23:1
One can understand how someone can protect themself from making a false report by not
lying, but how does one protect themself from accepting a false report?
We assume that the information that people relay onto us is truthful. Should a person
approach us to share an obviously fabricated story, would anyone be prepared to accept
such a report?
Rashi suggests that this verse is referring to the prohibition of accepting to Lashon Harah,
slander.
Lashon Harah entails the sharing of negative information about someone, even though it
is technically true. Lashon Harah is spreading false rumours and allegations, but specifically
truthful, yet damaging, fact.
What isn’t clear is that why would hearing Lashon Harah be considered “accepting a false
report”? Lashon Harah is, by definition, true!?
Perhaps we could suggest accepting a false report needs to be defined as accepting
information that is technically true, but is broadly speaking- false. Even if speaker is
convinced of its truth it still remains a “false report”. The falseness lies not in the account
itself, but rather in its context.
When we hear of a person’s poor judgement, we are quick to criticize their character flaws
and failings. What we often ignore is the background and context of the event in question.
Understanding context doesn’t justify behaviour; it only explains it. If we fail to appreciate
the context that brought about an action or event, we completely misunderstand and
misinterpret it.
It is the judging without context that produces a false report.

Shabbat shalom

We wish a hearty Mazal Tov on your Bar/Bat Mitzvah Anniversary to:

Dean Ginsberg		Jodi 			Jarryd Gross			
Bradley Kady		
Jared Katz		
Gavin Michalow
Nikki Michalow		
Doron Shein		
Tali Weinberg

We wish a hearty Mazal Tov on your Wedding Anniversary to:
Michael and Karyn Amler			
Dean and Leanne Glasser			
Devir and Jessica Kofsky			
Derek and Linda Ziman

Frank and Cheryl Fingleson
Mark and Arlene Kady
Hilton and Liz Sack

We wish long life to the following Members who commemorate Yartzeit this week:
Hylton Bernstein		
David Glasser		
Melanie Posniak		
Glenda Krawchuk		
Cynthia Bauer and
Martin Krawitz		
Ethel De Klerk		
Ruth Baskin		
Ruth Baskin		
Jeffrey Miller		
Jeffrey Reinhardt		
Joseph Rutovitz		
Hilton Sack		
Glenda Krawchuk		
Sandra Plit		

for his father		
for his mother		
for her grandfather
for her father in law

Louis Bernstein
Winnie Glasser
Max Gutchen
Sam Krawchuk

for their mother		
for her mother		
for her mother		
for her father		
for his father		
for his mother		
for his grandfather
for his father		
for her sister in law
for her mother		

Goldie Krawitz
Sylvia Maron-Berman
Hilda Mayer
Tobias Mayer
Bill Miller
Sophie Reinhardt
Joseph Rutovitz
Irwin Sack
Greer Sandler
Cookie Shlom

We wish a hearty Mazal Tov to:
Bryan Resnik on his forthcoming marriage to Jaime Gold
and to their parents,
Marc and Elana Resnik and Howard and Denise Gold,
and grandparents,
Sylvia Yudelowitz and Gilbert Breslin
Liron Rutovitz on his forthcoming marriage to Paula Kaplan
and to their parents,
Josie and Simone Rutovitz and Roy and Audrey Kaplan
and grandparents, Joe and Anne Bentel
Hearty Mazal Tov and may they merit to build a Bayit Ne’eman B’Yisrael.

